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PREFACE.

In the present attitude of psychic science before the world,

it is of course liable, even as astronomy and geology were in

tbeir infancy, to the assaults of learned ignorance. The at-

tac'i of Dr. Carpenter on the psychic sciences deserves no

attention in itself, and would not have been honored with so

much notice, but for the fact that it affords an unexpected

opportunity of showing the public the singular ignorance and

unreasoning inrjapacity which men of m^^re learning so often

display when they confront essentially new truths.

The human mind generally, as much among the educated

as among the uneducated, is too narrow to entertain one

c'ass of ideas familiarly, without becoming thereby inho^pita-

bin to other classes. Partisan narrowness is the blighting

influence that we recognize, not only in medicine, theology,

and politics, but in all questions of philosophy and science

that admit of divergent views. As men are sectional and not

cosmopolitan iu tbeir patriotism, showing their love of one

country by fighting againi,t another, so are they sectional in-

stead of cosmopolitan in thought, and ready to perpetrate

the grossest injustice and outrage against any species of

knowledge which is beyond the circle of their familiarity.

Dr. Carpenter's lectures are so signal aa example of this

partisan narrowness, that in answering them we are dealing

not merely with the question of the existence of the p-?ychic

science which ho assails, but with the broad and universal

question in ethics and philosophy, whether new sciences

shall forever be treated as hostile intruders by th^ votaries

of mere Learning, who, having no capacity or opportuaity to

originate science or discovery, are as incompHtenr tj uppreci-
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a^e or 1u(?ge the new as they may be accurate in reference to

the old which they study with reverence and love=

It is highly necessary to disabuse the public mind of the no-

tion that men of mere learning or experience as physicists in

certain departments are ex officio judges of new truths, espe-

cially when those truths are in a field of knowledge which

they have never explored, and which, if they judge at all,

they would judge by the standard of pn existing opinions acd

prejudices, or rather preexisting ignorance—a process which

Dr. ('arpenter with the frankest arrogance contends is the

proper au<t only method.

In judging of the practical value of a steam-engine, the

opinion of one experienced mechanic is worth that of a myri-

ad of speculative philosophers and liternteurs. So in refer-

ence to psychic science, the only opinions of much value are

those of fxprrts Scientists in other departments, reviewers

and critics generally are entitled to some respect also, mere-

ly, however, as a portion of the great public who, with little

knowledge of art, express their appreciation of great pictures,

and, with still less knowledge of medicine and surgery, ex-

press in patronage their opinions of physicians and surgeons,

and often very erroneously.

When the reality and grandeur of the psychic sciences, as

the highest departments of human knowledge, are more gen-

erally understood, we shall no longer have to encounter the

pragmatic interference and shallow opinions of those who are

unfamiliar with the most important psychic phenomena, and

whose tactics lead them to try to suppress inconvenient facts

by assailing their witnesses with personal misrepresentation.

That the cultivators of psychic science are entirely compe-

tent to repel such attacks from any source is well shown in

tho able replies of Alfred R. Wallace and Epes Sargent to Dr.

Carpenter and Prof. Tyndall. These last are not men of

straw, set up for confutation, but the most authoritative ex-

ponents of existing science and existing ignorance in Eng-

land. The remarkable ethical and philosophical superiority

of Messrs. Wallace and Sargent, as manifested in their replies
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to their materialistic opponents, must strike every enllghttn-

ed reader.

My own portion of this volume, written under the pressure

of incessant occupation, is very far from doing justice to the

subject, for it has been concisely abridged to keep within the

limits of a cheap publication for wide diffusion. The spirit

in which our facts, bringing with them, as they do, the dawn
of a higher and purer civilization, are met and resisted by the

party of which Dr. Carpenter has made himself the exponent

(and by which he is apparently accepted as such), is seen in

vituperative attacks upon those investigators whose testimo-

ny contravenes his opinions of natural law, and whom, there-

fore, he would dismiss as necessarily dupes or impostors, no

matter how high their previous reputations may have been.

The morbidly egotistical and dogmatic condition of mind

which originates such opinions was amusingly exhibited ia

the interview between Prof. Crookes and Prof. Carpenter as

reported by the former (Researches in the Phenomena of Spir-

itualism), and may give the sagacious reader an interior vievv

of the contest, as truthful as it is ludicrous:

•' It was my good or ill fortune, as the case may be," (?=av<?

Mr. Wm. Crookes, the celebrated chemist,) "to have an hour's
conversation, if it may be so termed when the talking was nil

on one side, with the Quarterly Reviewer in question, when 1

had an opportunity of observing the curiously dogmatic tone
of his mind, and of estimating his incapacity to deal with an v
subject conflicting with his prejudices and prepossessions.
At the last meeting of the British Association at EJinburyh
we were introduced—he as a physiolojjist who had irqum d
into the matter fifteen or twenty years ago; I as a scientific
investigator of a certain department of the subject; here is a
sketch of our interview, accurate in substance if not identical
in language:
" ' Ah, Mr. Crookes,' said he, * I am i?lad I have an oppor-

tunity of speaking to you about this Spiritualism you have
been writing about. You are only wasting your time. 1 de-
voted a great deal of time, many years ago, to raesmeris a,

clairvoyance, electro-biology, table-turning, spirit-rappic^,
and all the rest of it, and I found there was nothing in it. 1

explained it all in my article I wrote in the Quarterly Revi-^ w.
I think it a pity you have written. anything on this subjp-t
before you made yourself intimately acquainted with my writ-
ings and my views on the subject. I have exhausted it.'

" ' But, sir,' interposed I, ' you will allow me to say you are
mistaken if

'
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'"No, no,' intfrruptei he, * T am not mistaken. I know
what you would say. But it is ;uiite videni Irom wbat you
have ju?t remarked, that you allowed your^fif to be taken in

by these peop'e, when voifknew nothing whatever f f th" per-

severance with wh'ch I aad other campeteut men enoinently
qualified to deal Wilh the most difBcult proUems, had inveiti-

gated these ph^nomona. Youtusbt t.ihave known that I

exp'ain everyihinj? you have seen by "unc n-^ciou-i corebra
tion," and " uacontjcious mu-cuiar action" ; and if you had
only a clear idt^a in your mind of the exact meaning vf th^se
two phrases, you would see that they are sufficient to account
f »r ( ver\ thing '

' = ».ut, Mr '

"'Yes, yes; my explanat'cr^ would clear away all the
difficulties you have met with, i saw a great many mesmer
i Ls und clu>rvo\ ants, and it was all done by " uncon^^cous
c-^rebra'-ioa " \Vhiist as to table turning, every one knows
l)ow Faiadny put down tliat. It is a pity you were una>
qnaintid W'tti Faraday's beautiful inilcafor ; bat of courvj, a
p-ison who knew nothing <»f ray writinj-^ wou'd not have
fcuowa how lie .^liowt'd that imcon^fious muscular action was
sufficient to < xplaiu all ttiesf movements '

'•'Pardon me,' 1 interrupted, 'but Faraday himself
Showe'l '

" But it was in vain, and on rolled the stream of unconbcious
e2oM-ui.

'" N es, (f course ; that is what I said. If you had known
of Farada\ 's indicator, and u -td it with Mr. n<nue, he vvouid
not has'e been ah!.> to go throutih his performance.'

' 'Bat haw,' I contrived to a^k, 'cou'd the indicator have
served seeing thctt neither Mr. Home nor any one else
touched the

'

"*
I hat 's just it. You evid»^ntly know nothin;^ of the in-

dicator. You havi not read my articles an I <'X[»anations of
al! you saw. an I you know nothing v^.h^tever of the previous
history ol th'suhiect Don t you thiuk you h ive conapr)-
Uiisril the Royal Soci-tv? Ic is a great pity th ct you should
h.i a.luwed tht-re to revive suhje tts that I put dj-vn ten years
aj ) in my arrc'e^, and >ou ougtit not to be? permitted to send
papers in. However, we eau deal with them '

" H^-rc I was tain to kr-ep suence. Meanwhile my infalli-

ble Int^rlocucer C'ntinutxl :

" ' VVVII, Mr. Crookes, 1 am very plc-a<;ed th-tt I have had this
nnportunity of ht-ariug the-^e expl^nationT troiu youi-^elt,

O ;e leains s » much lu a conver-^atiou i ko th'.s, and wh.it y< u
h\v liiis CoGtirme I me on s^^veral po:n-s 1 was doubc'^ul nbout
before N )\v, alter j nave hat too benefif or hearmg a I

about it from youi- own lips, J am more r5ati-hefl ihan ever
That I hive b.-eu ulway.-, r.ght, and ihat there is no-hn.^ in ic

bat naCi)nscious cerebration and ruu-cu-ar a/fion —

'

•' A ttii.^ luiic; U' 'i se.me eoud Sanar tan t urued (he to rent
of words en to himsei ; I thivnkfujiy escaped wnh a ^ign of
re let

"

J. K. BUCHANAK.
JVc>. 1 LioinQSio:ie Piace, Neua York.



M. CARPENTER ON SPIRITUALISM;

By ALFEED r.USSELL WALLACE f

The two lectures whi-h Dr. Carpenter gave some time since

at ihe London Institution were generally reported b}^ the press

and led to somo controversy. Tney were then publishc^d in Era-

ser's Magazne, and tiey are n )^ repabuslie I with whit are

considered to be pieces justificntives in an appendix We may
therefore fairly assume that the author has here said his best

OQ th-^ subject—that he has carefully considered his facts and
his arguments—and that he can give, in liis own opinion at

l^-a-^t, good reasons for oraittint; to notic-^ certain matters
which seem essential to a fair and impartial review of the
wholf question.

Dr. C.-irpen ter enjoys the great advantage, which he well

knows how to profit by, of being on the popular si Jp, and of

having been long before the public as an expounder of popu-
lar and educational science. Everything he writes is widely
read; and his reiterated assurances that nobody's opinion
and nobody's evidence on this particular subject is of the
least value unless ihey have had a certain spfcial early trnm-
ifig (of which, it is pretty generally understcxjd. Dr. Carpen-
ter is- ni-i of the few living representatives) have convinced
many people that what he tells them inu>t be true, and should,

theretore, s»4tle the whole matter. He has another advantage

'"•• Mesmerism, Spiritualism, etc., Tlistorical'y anfl Scientifically Con-
siderLd. IJ- iiin Two L'Clures delivertd at tbe Luudou Institution, with
I'rcface and Appendix." B / WiJllam L>. Carpent r, C. B., M. D.,
r.U.S., etc., etc. New York: D. Appletou & Co. 1S77.

t Originally printed In the Quarterly Journal of Science, London, Eng.
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in the immense rxtent and complfxity of the subject and the

widely scattered and controversial nature of its literature.

By ranging over this wide field and picking here and there a
fact to support his views and a statement to damage his oppo-

nents, Dr. Carpenter has render* d it almost impossible to an-

swer him on every point, without an amount of detail and re-

search that would be repulsive to ordinary readers. It is

necessary, therefore, to confine ourselves to the more import-

ant questions, where the facts are tolerably accessib'* and
the matter can be brought to a definite issue ; though, if spaoe

permitted, there is hardly a page of the book in which we
should not find expressions calling for strong animadversion,

as, for example, the unfounded and totally false general as-

bertion at page 6, that " B-lieveri in Spiritualism make it a

reproach against men of science that they entertain a prepos-

session in favur of the ascertained and universally admitted

laws of nature." Vague general assertions of this kind,

without a partic'e of proof offered or which can be offered,

are alone sufficient to destroy the judicial or scientific claims

of the work ; but we have no intention of wasting space in

iuither comment upon them.

Dr. Carpenter lays espesial stress on his character of hist>

rian anrl man (if science in relation to thiS inquiry, lie

parades this assumption la his title-page and at the very cora-

mpncement of his preface. He claims, therefore, to review
thvi case as a ju^lg^% giving full wei;^ht to the evidence on both

sides, and pron 'uacing an inopartial and well considered

jddgment. He may, inleed, i)elieve that he lias thus aet«^d—

for dominant ideai are very poA^erful—bat any one, tolerably

acquainted with the literature an 1 history of these subjects

for the last thirty years, will most assuredly look upon this

bi)ok as the work of an advocate rather than of a judge. In
place of th^ impartial summary of the historian he will find

the one-sided narrative of a partisan; and, instead of t'le

careful weighing of fact and experiment characteri;>tic of the

man of science, he will find loose and inaccurate statements,

and negative results set up as conclusive against positive evi-

dence. We will now proceed to demonstrate the truth of

this grave accusation, and shall in every case refer to the au-

thorities by means of which our statements can be tested.

The first example of Dr. Carpenter's "historical" mode of

treating his subject which we shall adduce, is his account (pp.
13-15) of the rise of Mesmerism in this country, owing to the

successful performance of many surgical operations without
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pain daring the mesmeric trance. Dr. Carpenter writes of
this as not only an admittei fact, but (so far as any word in

his pages shaws) as a fact which was admitted from the first,

and which never went through that ordeal of denial, misrep-

resentation, and abuse by medical men and physio ogists,

that other phenomena are still undergjing fro.n a similar

class of men. Yet Dr. Carpenter was in the thick of the fight

and must know all about it. He must know that the greatest

surgical an I physiological authorities of that day—Sir Ban-
jimin Brodie and Dr. Marshall Hall—opposed it with all the

weight of their influence, accused the patients of imposture,

or asserted that they might be "naturally insensible to pain,"

and spoke of the experijients of Dr. Elliotson aad others as

"trumpery," and as "polluting the temple of science." He
mu>t know, too, that Dr. Marshall Hall professed to demon-
strate " physiologically " that the patients were impostors,

because certain reflex actions of the limbs, which he declared

ought tj have occurred during the operations, dii not occur.

The medical periodicals of the day were full of this, and a
good summary may be found ia Dr. Elliotson's "Surgical
Operations without Pain," etc., London, 1843. Dr. Carpen-
ter teils us how his friends, Dr. Noble and Sir John Forbes,

iii 1845 accepted and wrote in favor of the reality of the facts;

but it was hardly 'historical" to tell us this as the whole
truth when, for several j^ears previously, the most violent

controversy, abuse, and even persecution, had raged on this

very matter. Great physiological authorities were egregious-

ly in the wrong then, and the natural inference to those who
know the facts is, tbat other physiological authorities, who
now deny equally well attested facts, may be no more infalli-

ble than their predecessors.

Dr. Carpenter persistently denies thatthere is any adequate
evidence of the personal influence of the mesmerizer on t.ie

patient independent of the patient's knowledge and expecta-

tion, and he believes himself to be very strong in the cases he
adduces, in which this power has been tested and failed. But
he quite ignores the fact that all wh» have ever investigated

the higher phases of mesmerism—such as influence at a dis-

tance, community of sensation, transference of the senses, or

true clairvoyance—agree in maintaining that these phenome-
na are very uncertain, depending greatly on the state of body
and mind of the patient, who is ex.ceedin:^iy susceptible to

mental impressions, the presence of strangers, fatigue, or any
unusual conditions. Failures continually occur, even when
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the mesmerizer and patient are alone or when only intimate

friends are present; how, then, can tha negative fact of a

failure before strangers and antagonists prove anything ? Dr.

Carpenter also occapies his readers' attention with accounts

of hearsay stories which have tarned oat exaggerated or in-

correct, and lays great stress en the "disposition to overlook

sources of fallacy" and to be "imposed on by cunning
cheats," which this shows. This may be admitted; but it

evidently has no bearing on well authenticated and carefully

observed facts, perfectly known to every student on the sub-

ject. Our author maintains, however, that such facts do not

exist, and that "the evidence for these higher marvels has in-

variably broken down when suboaitted t.> the searcaing teots

of trained experts.'' Here the question arises, Who are

"trained experts"? Dr. Carpenter would maintain that only

skeptical medical men and professed conjurers deserve that

epithet, however ignorant they may be or all the conditions

requisite ior the study of these delicate and fluctuating phe-

nomena of the nervous system. But we, on the contrary,

would only give that name to inquirers who have experiment-

ed for months or years on this very subject, and arc thor-

oughly acquainted with all iti difficulties. When such men
are alio physiologists, it is hardly consistent with the histori-

cal and scientific method of inquiry to pass their evidence by
in silence. I have already called Dr. Carpenter's attention to

the case of the lady residing in Prof, Gregory's own house,

who was mesmerized at several streets' distance by Mr.
Lewis, without her knowledge or expectation. This is a piece

of direct evidence of a very satisfactory kind, and outweighs

a very large quantity of negative evidence; but no mention is

made of it except the following utterly unjustifiable remark:
"Ilis (Mr. Lewis's) utter failure under the scrutiny of bkep-

tical inquirers, obviously discredits all his previous state-

ments, except to such as (like Mr. A. R. Wallace, wLo has

recently expressed his full faith in Mr. Lewis's sek' asserted

powers) are ready to accept without question the slendere.-t

evidence of the greatest marvels" ("Mesmerism, Spiritual-

ism," etc., p. 24). Now will it be believed that this state-

ment, that I "place full faith in Mr. Lewis's self- asserted

powers," has not even the shadow of a foundation? I know
nothing of Mr Lew.s or of his powers, self-asserted or otht;r-

wise, but wliat I gain from Prof. Gregory's account of them;
and in my letter to the Daily News, immediately after the de*

livery of Dr. Carpenter's lectures, I referred to this account
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I certainly have "full faith" in Prof. Gregory's very careful

narrative of a fact entirely within his own knowledge. Thi3

may be "the slenderest evidence" to Dr. Carpenter; but,

slender or not, he chooses to evade it, and endeavors to make
the public believe that I, and others, accept the unsupported

assertions of an unknown man. It is impossible adequately

to characterize such reckless accusations as this without

using language which I should not wish to use. Let us pass

on, therefore, to the evidence which Dr. Carpenter declares

to be fitly described as " the slenderest." M. Dupotet, at the

H6tel de Dleu, in Paris, put a patient to sleep when behind
a partition, in the presence of M. Hussoa and M. K'-camier,

the latter a complete skeptic. M. Recamier expressed a doubt
that the circumstances might produce expectation in the pa-

tient, and himself proposed an experiment the next day, in

which all the same conditions should be observed, except that

M. Dupotet should not come till half an hour later. He an-

ticipated that the "expectation " would be still stroDger the

second time than at first, and that the patient would be mes-
merized. But the result was quite the reverse. Notwith-
standing every minute detail was repeated as on the previous

day when the operator was in the next room, the patient

showed no signs whatever of sleep, either natural or som-
nambulic (Teste's "Animal Magnetism," Spilian's transla-

tion, p. 159). The commission appointed by the Acidemie
Royale de Medecine in 1826 sat for five yeirs, and investi-

gated the whole subject of animal magnetism. It was whoiiy
composed of medical men, and in their elaborate report, auer
giving numerous cases, the following is one of tneir conclu-

sions:

" 14. We are satisfied that it (magnetic sleep) has been ex-

cited under circumstances where those magnetized con'«d not
see and were entirely ignorant of the means employed to oc-

casion it."

These were surely "trained experts"; yet they d^^claie

themselves satisfied of that, the evidence for which. Dr. Car-
penter savd, has always broken down wnen tested.

liarou Reichenbach's researches are next discussed, and
are coolly dismissed with the remartj: that "it at once became
apparent to experienced physicians that the whole phenomena
w» rt" subjective, and that 'sensitives' like Von Reiclieuba -q's

can t>el, see, or smell anything they were led to believe they
w<iuLd ^r^. i, see. or smell." His evidence for this is, that Mr.
Biaui could make his subjects do so, and that Ur. Carpentel
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had seen him do it. Que of them, for instance—an intellect-

ual and able Manchester gentleman— " could be brought to

see flames issuing from the poles of a magnet of any form or

color that Mr. Braid chose to name." Ail this belongs to the

mere rudiments of mesmerism, and is know^n to every oper-

ator. Two things, however, are essential : the patient or

sensitive must be, or have been, mesmerized, or electro-bi-

ologized as it is commonly called, and the suggestion must
be actually made. Given these two condition-, and no doubt

twenty persons may be made to declare that they see green

flames issuing from the operator's mouth ; but no single case

has been adduced of persons in ordinary health, not subject

to any operation of mesmerism, etc., being all caused to see

this or any other thing in agreement, by being merely brought

into a dark room and asked to describe accurately what tney

saw. Yet this is what Von Reichenbach did, and much more.
For, in order to confirm the evidence of the " sensitives " rtrst

experimented on, he invited a large number of his frieads and
other persons in Vienna to come to his dark room, and the re-

sult was that about stxty persons, of various ages and condi-

tions, saw and descrioed exactly the same phenomena.
Among these were a number of literary, official, and scientific

men and their families, persons of a status fully equal to that

of Dr. Carpenter and the Fellows of the Royal Society—such
as Dr. Nied, a physician; Prof. Endhcher, Director of the

Imperial Botanic Garden ; Chevalier Hubert von Rainer, bar-

rister ; Mr. Karl Sehuh, physicist ; Dr. Ragsky, Professor of

Chemistry ; Mr. Franz Kollar and Dr. Diesing, Curators in

the Imperial Natural History Museum, and many others.

There was also an artist, Mr. Gustav Anschiiiz, who could

see the flames, and drew them in their various forms and
combinations. Does Dr. Carpent t really ask his readers tj

believe tliat his explanation applies to these gentlemen?

—

that they ail quietly submitted to be told what they were to

ste, submissively said they saw it, and allowed the iact to be
published at the time, without a word of protest on their part

from that day to this? But a little examination of the reports

of their evidence shows that they did not follow each other

like a flock of sheep, but that ea^h had an individuality of

perceptive power, some seeing one kind of flame better than
another; while the variety of combinations of magnets sub-
mitted to them rendered anything like suggestion as to what
they were to see quite impossible, unless it were a deliberate

and wiillul imposture on the part of Barou vonReichenbach,
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But again, Dr. Carpenter objects to the want of tests, and
especially his pet test of using an electro-magnet, and not let-

ting the patients know whether the electric circuit which
"makes" and "unmakes" the magnet was complete or

broken. How far this test, had it been applied, would have
satisfied the objector, may be imagined from his entirely ig-

noring all the tests, many of them at least as good, which
were actually applied. The following are a few of these

:

Test 1. Von Reichenbach arranged with a friend to stand io

another room with a stone wall between him and the patient's

bed, holding a powerful magnet, the armature of which was
to be closed or opened at a given signal. The patient detected,

on every occasion, whether the magnet was opened or closed.

Test 2. M. Baumgartner, a professor of physics, after seeing

the effects of magnets on patients, took from his pocket what
he said was one of his most powerful magnets, to try its ef-

fects. The patient, to Von Reichenbach's astonishment, de-

clared she found this magnet, on the contrary, very weak,

and its action on her hardly more perceptible than a piece of

iron. M. Baumgartner then explained that this magnet,

though originally very powerful, had been as completely as

possible deprived of its magnetism, and that he had brought

it as a test. Here were suggestion and expectation in full

force, yet they did not in the least affect the patient. (For

these two tests, see " Ashburner's Translation of Reichen-

bach," pp. 39, 40.) Test 3. A large crystal (placed in a new
position before each patient was brought into the dark room)
was always at once detected by means of its light, yellower

and reader than that from magnets (Joe. cit., p. 86). Test 4.

A patient confined in a darkened passage held a wire which
communicated with a room in which experiments were made
on plates connected With this wire. As these plates were ex-

posed to sunlight or shade, the patient described correspond-

ing changes in the luminous appearances of the end of the

wire {loc. cit., p. 147). Test 6. The light from magnets, etc.,

was thrown on a screen by a leos, so that the image could be
instantly and noiselessly changed in size and position at

pleasure. Twelve patients, eight of them healthy and new to

the inquiiy, saw the image, and described its alterations of

size and position as the lens or screen was shifted in the dark
(loc. cit., p. 585). Dr. Carpenter's only reply to all this is,

that "Baron Reichenbach's researches upon 'Odyle'were
discredited a quarter of a century ago, aliiie by tiie united

voice of scientific Oi iuion in h s own country, and by that of
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the medical DrofesBion here." Even if this were the fact, it

would have nothing to do with the matter, which is one of

experiment and evidence, not of the belief or disbelief of cer-

tain prejudiced persons, since to discredit is not to disprove.

The painless operations in mesmeric sleep were '• discredited
"

by the highest medical authorities in this country, and yet

they were true. But Dr. Elliotson, Dr. Ashbnrner, and oth-

ers, accepted Reichenbach's discoveries ; and sonae of the

Vienna physicians even, after seeing the experiaients with

persons "whose honor, truthfulness, and impartiality they

could vouch for," also accepted them as proved.

The fact of the luminosity of magnets was also independ-

ently established by Dr. Charpignon, who, in his " Physio-

logie, Medecine, et Metaphysique du Magnetisme," published

in 1845—the very same year in which the account of Yon
Reichenbach's observations first appeared—says :

'* Having
placed before the somnambulists four small bars of iron, one

of which was magnetized by the loadstone, they could always

distinguish this one from the others, from its two ends being

enveloped in a brilliant vapor. The light was more brilliant

at one end (the north pole) than at the other. I could never

deceive them ; they always recognized the nature of the poles,

although when in their normal state they were in complete

ignorance of the subject." li^urely here is a wonderful con-

firmation. One observer in France and another in Germany
make the same observation about the same time, and quite

independently; and even the detail of the north pole being

the more brilliant agrees with the statement of Reichenbaeh's

sensitives (•* Ashburner's Trans.," p. 20).

Our readers can now judge how far the historic and scien-

tific method has been followed in Dr. Carpenter's treatment

of the researches of You Reichenbach, not one of the essen-

tial tacts here stated (and there are hundreds like them) be-

ing so much as alluded to while "suggestion," " expecta-

tion," and "imposture," areoffered as fully explaining every-

thing. We cannot devote much time to the less important
branches of the subject, but it is necessary to show that in

every case Dr. Carpenter misstates facts, and sets negative

above positive evidence. Thus, as to the magnenometei* and
odom'-ter of Mr. Rutter and Dr. Mayo, all the effects are im-

•TliemagQenometer is a delicate pendulum, whicli, when Its support is

touched by certain p^rsous, vibrttes iii a definite iiirection, the dirf^ction

changing on the motion suddenlv st pp ng when different substances are
touched at the same time by the operacor.
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puted to expectation and unconscious muscular action, and
"we have this positive statement : "It w^as found that the con-

stancy of the vibrations depended entirely upon the operator's

watching their direction, and, further, that when such a
change was made without the operator's knowledge in the con-

ditions of the experiment, as ought, theoretically, to alter the

direction of the oscillations, no such alteration took pace."
Tet Mr. Rutter clearly states : 1. That the instrument can be

affected through the hand of a third person with exactly the

same result (Rutter's "Human Electricity," App., p. 54). 2.

That the instrument is affected by a crystal on a detached

stand brought close to the instrument, but without contact

{loc cit p 151). 3. That many persons, however "expect-
ant" and anxious to succeed, have no power to move the in-

strument. 4. That substances unknown to the operator, and
even when held by a third party, caused correct indications,

and that an attempt to deceive b^- using a substanee under a
wrong name was detected by the movements of the instru-

ment (loc cit , Appendix, p. Ivi.) Here, then, Mr. Rutter's

positive testimony is altogether ignored, while the negative

results of another person are set forth as conclusive. Next
we have the evidence for the divining-rod similarly treated.

Dr. Mayo is quoted as supporting the view that the rod moved
in accordance with the " expectations " of the operator, but
on the preceding page of Dr. Mayo's work other cases are

given in which there was no expectation ; and the fact that

Dr Mayo was well aware of this source of error, and was a
physiologist and physician of high rank, entitles his opinion

as to the reality of the action in other cases to great weight.

Again, we have the testimony of Dr. Hutton, who saw the

Hon. Lady Miibanke use the divining-rod on Woolwich Com-
mon, and who declares that it turned where he knew there

was water, and that in other places where he believed there

was none it did not turn ; that the lady's hands were closely

watched, and that no motion of the fingers or hands could be
detected, yet the rod turned so strongly and persistently that

it became broken. No other person present could voluntari-

ly or involuntarily cause the rod to turn iu a similar way
(Button's "Mathematical Recreations," ed. 1840, p. 711).

The evidence on this subject is most voluminous, but we have
adouced sufficient to show that Dr. Carpenter's supposed
demonstration does not account for ail the facts.

We now come to the very interesting and important sub-

ject of clairvoyance, which Dr. Carpenter introduces with a
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great deal of irrelevant matter calculated to prejudge the

question. Thus, he tells his readers that "there are at the

present time numbers of educated men and women who have

so completely surrendered their ' common sense ' to a domi-

nant prepossession as to maintain that any such monstrous

fiction (as of a person being carried through the air in an

hour from Edinburgh to London) ought to be believed, even

upon the evidence of a single witness, if that witness be one

upon whose testimony we should rely in the ordinary affairs

of life !" He offers no proof of this statement, and we ven-

ture to say he can offer none, and it is only another example

of that complete misrepresentation of the opinions of his op-

ponents with which this book abounds. At page 71, how-

ever, we enter upon the subject itself, and at once encounter

one of those curious examples of ignorance (or suppression

of evidence) for which Dr. Carpenter is so remarkable in his

treatment of this subject. We have been already told (p. 11)

of the French Scientific Commission which about a hundred
years ago investigated the pretensions of Mesmer, and decid-

ed, as might have been anticipated, against him. Now we
have the statement that " it was by the French Academy of

Medicine, in which the mesmeric state had been previously

discussed with reference to the performance of surgical opera-

tions, that this new and more extraordinary claim (dairvoy-

ance) was first carefully sifted, in consequence of the offer

made in 1837 by M.Burdin of a prize of three thousand francs

to any one who should be found capable of reading through

opaque substances." The result was negative. No clairvoy-

ant succeeded under the conditions imposed. The reader

unaccustomed to Dr. Carpenter's hiftorical method would
naturally suppose this statement to be correct, and that dair-

'Goyance W2is first carefully sifted in France after 1837, though
he might well doubt if offering a prize for reading under
rigid conditions was an adequate means of sifting, a faculty

so eminently variable, uncertain and delicate as clairvoy-

ance is admitted to be. What, then, will be his astonishment
to find that this same " Academic Royale de Medecine " had
p.ppointed a commission of eleven members in 1826, who in-

quired into the whole subject of mesmerism for five years, and
in 1831 reported in full, and infavor of the reality of almost

all the alleged phenomena, inducting dairwyance. Of the

eleven members, nine attended the meetings and experiments,
and all nine signed the report, which was therefore unanimous.
This report, being full and elaborate, and the result of per*
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sonal examination and experiment by medical men— tlie very

''trained and skeptical experts " who are maintained by Dr.

Carpenter to be the only adequate judges—is wholly ignored

by hioi. In this report we find among the conclusions : "24.

We have seen two somnambulists diatingaish, with their eyes

shut, objects placed before them : name cards, read books,

writing, etc. This phenomenon took place even when the

opening of the eyelids was accurately closed by means of the

fingers."* Is it not strange that the "historian " of mesmer-
ism, etc., should be t.^taily ignorant of the ex stence of this

report, which is referred to in almost every work on the sub-

ject? Yet he must be thus ignorant, or he cou^d never say,

as he does in the very same page quoted a oove (p. 71), "that,

in every instance (so far as I am aware) In which a thorough

investigation has been made into those ' higher phenomena ' of

mesmerism, the supposed proof has completely failed." It

cannot be said that investigation by nine medical men, carried

on for five years with ev^ry means of observation and experi-

ment, and elaborately reported on, was not "thorough";
whence it follows that Dr. Carpenter must be ignorant of it,

and our readers can draw their own inference as to the value

of his opinion, and the dependence to be placed on his scien-

tific and historical treatment of this subject.

More than twenty- five pages of the book are occupied with
more or less detailed accounts of the failures and alleged ex-

posures of clairvoyants, while not a single case is given of a
clairvoyant having stood the test of rigid examination by a
committee, or by medical or other experts, and the implica-

tion is that none such are to be found. But every inquirpr

knows that clairvoyance is a most delicate and uncertain phe-

nomenon, never to be certainly calculated on, and this is re-

peatedly stated in the works of Lee, Gregory, Teste, Deleuze,

and others. How, then, can any number of individual failures

affect the question of the reality of the comparatively rare

successes. As well deny that any rifleman ever hit the bull's-

eye at one thousand yards, because none can be sure of hit-

ting it always, and at a moment's notice. Several pages are

devoted to the failure of Alexis and Adoljjhe Didier under
test-conditions in England, ending with the sneering remark,
" Nothing, so far as I am aware, has ever been since heard of

this jtar nobiiefratrum." Would it (to use an established

•"Archives Gfiiieriles tie M6deciQe," vol. xx, ; al&o iu Lee's " Aui-
mal Maguetism, " pp. 13-29.
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forrania) surprise Dr Carpenter to hear that these gentlemen

remained in Enijland a considerable time alter the date he al-

ludes to, that they have ever since retained their power and

repi^tation, and that both still succes-^fully practice medical

claiivoyance, the one in London and the other in Paris? To
balance the few cases of failure by Alexis, Dr. Lee has given

his personal observations of ten times as many successes, some

of them the most startling kind ("Animal Magnetism," pp.

255-277). We can only find room here for two independent

and complete tests. The first is given by Sergeant Cox, as

witnessed by himself. A party of experts was planned to

test Alexis. A word was written by a friend in a distant

town and enclosed, in an envelope, without any of the party

knowing what the word was. This envelope was enclosed suc-

cessively in six others of thiek brown paper, each sealed.

This packet was handed to Alexis, who placed it on his fore-

head, and in three minutes and. a half wrote the contents cor-

rectly, imitating the very handwriting. (" What am I?" vol.

ii., p. 167.) Now, unless this statement by Sergeant Cox is

absolutely false, a thousand failures cannot outweigh it. Bat
we have, if possible, better evidence than this ; and Dr. Car-

penter knows it, because I called his attention to it in the

Daily News. Yet he makes no allusion to it. I refer to the

testimony of Robert Houdin, the greatest of modern conjur-

ers, whose exploits are quoted by Dr. Carpenter, when they

serve his purpose (p. 76, iii.). He was an absolute master

of card tricks, and knew all their possibilities. He was asked

by the Marquis de Mirville to visit Alexis, which he did twice.

He took his own new cards, dealt them himself, but Alexis

named them as they lay on the table, and even named the

trump before it was turned up. This was repeated several

times, and Houdin declared that neither chance nor skill

could produce such wonderful results. He then took a book
frjm his pocket and asked Alexis to read something eight

pages beyond where it was opened, at a specified level. Alexis
pricked the place with a pin, and read four words, which were
found at the place pricktd nine pages on. He then told Hou-
din numerous details as to his son, in some of which Houdin
tried to deceive him, but iu vain ; and when it was over Hou-
din declared it "stupefying," and the next day signed a de-

claration that the facts reported were correct, adaing, " The
more I reflect upon them, the more impossible do 1 find it to
class them amon^ the tricks which are the objo-ct of my art."
The two letters of Robert Houdin were published at the time
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(May, 1847) in Le Sieck, and have since appeared in many
works, among others in Dr. Lee's "Animal Magnetism " (pp.
163 and 231).

One of the supposed exposures made much of by Dr.

Carpenter is that of Dr. nevves's "Jack," which is suggest-

ive as showing the complete ignorance of many experiment-

ers thirty years ago as to the esseotial conditions of the mani-
festation of so delicate and abcormal a faculty as clairvoy-

ance—ignorance shared in by believers and skeptics alike.

According to Dr. Carpenter (whose account he informs me is

taken from an article by Dr. Xoble in the British and Foreign
Medical Review of April, 1845), Jack's eyes were "bound
down by surgeons with strips of adhesive plaster, over which
were folds of leather, again kept in place by other plasters."

Jack then read off, without tTie least Ttesitaiion, everything

that was presented to him. But a young Manchester surgeon
had his eyes done up in the same manner, and, by working
the muscles of hisface till he had loosened the plasters, was en-

abled to read by looking upward. The conclusion was imme-
diately jumped at that this was the way Jack did it, although
no to&rking of th^ muscUs of tJie face had been observed, and
no looking upward drscribed. Instead, however, of repeating

the experiment under the same conditions, but more wat<?h-

fully, it was proposed that the entire eye should be covered up
with a thick coating of shoemakers' wax! The boy obj» cted

and resisted, and it was put on by for^e ; and then, the clair-

voyant powers being annihilated, as might have been antici-

pated, there was great glorification among the skeptics ; and
Dr. Carpenter indulges himself in a joke, telling us tha^ Jack
now "plainly saw, even with his eyes shut, that his little

game was up." To any one who considt^rs this case, even as

relatfd by Dr. Carpenter, it will be evident that the boy was
a genuine clairvoyant. Adhesive plaster, properly applied

by a medical man on a passive sunject, is not to be loosened

by imperceptble working of the muscles ; and it is too gn at

a demand upon our credulity to a.'^k us to btdieve that this

occurred andetected by the acute medical skeptics watching
the whole procedure. We have, however, foitunately, another

case to refer ^o, in which thi very test was carried out to its

proper conclusion by examining the state of the piaster offer

the clairroyance, when the alleged looseness could be instantly

detected. A clairvoyant boy at Plymouth was submittt-d to

tiie examination of a skeptical committee, who appear to have
done their work verj' thoroughly. Firat his e^es were ex-
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amined, and it was found that the balls were so turned up
that, even were the eyelids a little apart, ordinary vision was
iiupossiblw * Then he was closely watched, and, while the

eyelids were seen to be perfectly closed, he read easily.

Then adhesive plaster was applied, carefully warmed, in three

layers, and it was watched to see that the adhesion was per-

fect all round the edges. Again the boy read what was pre-

eented to him, sometimes easily, sometimes with difficulty.

At the end of the experiments the plaster was taken off strip

by strip by the committee, and it was found to be perfectly

secure, and the eyelids so completely glued together that it

was a work of some difficulty to get them open again. This

case is recorded, with the names of the committee, in the
*' Zoist," vol. iv., pp. 84-88 ; and 1 call the reader's attention

to the completeness of the test here, and its demonstration of

the reality of clairvoyance, as compared with the loose experi-

ment and hasty jumping-to-a- conclusion in tlie case which
Dr. Carpenter thinks alone worthy of record.

Dr. CarpsQter next comes to the work of Prof. Gregory
("Le<4ters en Animal Magnetism"), and devotes several

pages to assertions as to the professor's *' credulity,' the "rep-
rehensible facility" with which he accepted Major Buckley's

statements, the "entire absence of detail " as to "precautions
against tricks," and his utter failure to find a clairvoyant to

obtain Sir James Simpson's bank note. " And yet," he says,

referring especially to myself, "there are even now men of

high scientific distinction who adduce Prof. Gregory's testi-

mony on this subject as unimpeachable ! " Readers who
have accompanied me so far, will at least hesitate to accept
Dr. Carpenter's dictum on this point, till they have heard
what can be said on the other side. To give full details would
occupy far too much space ; I must, therefore, refer my read-
ers to Prof. Gregory's book for some cases, and give merely a
brief outline of others. At page 394 (Case 29) is given in de-
tail a most remarkable test-case, in which Prof. Gregory sent
some handwriting from Edinburgh to Dr. Haddock's clair-

voyant at Bolton, who gave in return a minute description of
the writer, her appearance, dress, house, illness, medical treat-

ment, etc. At page 401 another test of the same kind is de-
scribed. At page 403 a number of such cases are summarized,
and one very completely given in detail. At page 423 is an

* Til's is a constant feature of the true mesmeric trance, but "Jack's"
accusers seem to Uave known nothing about it.
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account of a clairvoyant boy at the house of Dr. Schmitz,

rector of the High School at Edinburgh. This boy described

Prof. Gregory's house accurately, and the persons at that

time in the dining-room (afterward ascertained to be correct).

As a further test, Dr. Schmitz was asked to go into another

room with his son and do anything he liked. The boy then

described their motions, their jumping about, the son going

out and coming in again, and the doctor beating his son with

a roll of paper. When Dr. Schmitz returned, Prof. Gregory

repeated all the boy had said, which the doctor, much aston*

ished, declared to be correct in every particular. At page 44S

(Case 42) is an account of another clairvoyant, a mechanic,

who described Prof. Gregory's house in detail, and saw a lady

sitting in a particular chair in the drawing-room reading a

new book. On returning home the professor found that Mrs.

Gregory had, at the time, been sitting in that particular chair,

which she hardly ever was accustomed to use, and was read-

ing a new book which had been sent to her just before, but of

"which the professor knew nothing. At page 405 is a most re-

markable case of the recovery of a stolen watch, and detec-

tion of the thief in London by Dr. Haddock's clairvoyant at

Bolton. The letters all passed through Sir Walter C. Tre-

velyan, who showed them to Prof. Gregory. At page 407 are

the particulars of the extraordinary discovery of the locality

of travelers by means of their handwriting only, sent from the

Koyal Geographical Society to Sir C. Trevelyan in Edinburgh,
and by him to Bolton, he himself not knowing either the

names of the travelers, or where they were. Many more
cases might be referred to, but these are sufficient to show
that there is not that "total absence of detail," and of "pre-

cautions," in Prof. Gregory's experiments, which is Dr. Car-

penter's reason for entirely ignoring them. In addition to

this we have the account of Dr. J. Haddock, a physician prac-

ticing at Bolton, of the girl Emma, who for nearly two years

was under his care, and residing in his house. Many of Prof.

Gregory's experiments, and those of Sir Walter Trevelyan,

were made through this girl, and a full account of her wonder-
ful clairvoyant powers is given by Dr. Haddock in the appen-
dix to his " Somnolysm and Psj-cheism." She could not read,

and did not even know her letters. The discovery of the

stolen cash-box and identification of the entirely unsuspected
thief are given in full by Dr. Haddock, and arc summarized
in my "Miracles and Modern Science," page 64. Again, Dr.

Herbert Mayo gives unexceptionable personal testimony t-n
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clairvoyance at pages 167, 172 and 178 of his book on "Popu-
lar Superstitions."

Dr. Carpenter is very severe on Prof. Gregory for his belief

in Major Buckley's clairvoyants reading mottoes in nuts, etc.,

but Major Buckley was a man of fortune and good position,

who exercised his remarkable powers as a raagnetizer for the

interest of it, and there is not the slightest grounds for sug-

gesting his untrustworthiness. We have beside the confirm-

atory testimony of other persons, among them of Dr. Ash-
burner, who frequently took nuts purchased by himself, and
had them correctly read by the clairvoyants before they were
opened. (•* Ashburner's Philosophy of Animal Magnetism,"
p. 304 ) Dr. Carpenter also doubts Prof. Gregory's common-
sense in believing that a sealed letter had been read unopened
by a clairvoyant when it might have been opened and re-

sealed ; but he omits to say that the envelopes were expressly

arranged to prevent their being opened without detection, and
that the professor adds, " I have in ray possession one of the

envelopes thus read, which has since been opened, and I am
convinced that the precautions taken precluded any other
than lucid vision."*

Still more important, perhaps, is the testimony of many
eminent physicians to the existence of these remarkable pow-
ers. Dr. Rostan, Parisian Professor of Medicine, in his arti-

cle " Magn^tisme," in the " Dictionnaire de M^decine," says

(as quoted by Dr. Lee) : "There are few things better demon-
strated than clairvoyance I placed my watch at a distance

of three or four inches from the occiput of the somnambulist,
and asked her if she saw anything. ' Certainly,* she replied,

* it is a watch ; ten minutes to eight.' M. Ferrus repeated the

experiment with the same successful result. lie turned the

hands of his watch several times, and we presented it to her
without looking at it; she was not once mistaken." The
Commissioners of the Royal Academie de Medecine applied
the excellent test of holding a finger on each eyelid, when the

clairvoyant still read the title of a book, and distinguished

cards. (Quoted in Dr. Lee's "Animal Magnetism," p. 22.)

*Dr. Carpenter says tbat " the unsealing of letters and the re^sealiug

them so as to conceal their having heen opened " are practiced in Conti-
nenal po^^t-offices. No doubt this can be done with an orck nary letter,

but it is no less certain thit there are many ways of securing a letter

which absolutely preclude its being done undetected, and Dr. Carpenter
omits to fctate that such precautions are here expressly meatioaed by i'rof.

Gregory as having 'seen used in these experiments.
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Dr. Esdaile had a patient at Calcutta who could hear and sea

through the stomach. This was tested by himself with a
watch, as in the French case quoted above. ("Zoist," vol.

viii., p. 220.) Dr. Teste's account of the clairvoyance? of

Madame Hortense is very suggestive. She sometimes read

with ease when completely bandaged, and when a paper was
held between her eyes and the object ; at other times she

could see nothing, and the smallest fatigue or excitement

caused this difference. This excessive delicacy of the condi-

tions for successful clairvoyance renders all public exhibi-

tions unsatisfactory; and Prof. Gregory " protests against the

notion that it is to be judged by the rough experiments of the

public platform, or by such tests as can be publicly applied."

For the same reason direct money- tests are always objected to

by experienced magnetizers, the excitement produced by the

knowledge of the stake or the importance of the particular

test impairing or destroying the lucidity. This is the reason

why gentlemen and physicians like Prof. Gregory, Major
Buckley, and Dr. Haddock, who have had the command of

clairvoyants, have not attempted to gain the bank notes

which have at various times been offered. Dr. Carpenter was
very irate because I suggested at Glasgow—not as he seems
to have understood that there was no note in Sir James Simp-
son's envelope—but that the clairvoyants themselves, if they
heard of it, might very well be excused if they thought it was
a trick to impose upon them. I find now that in the other

case quoted by Dr. Carpenter—the note for one hundred
pounds publicly stated to have been inclosed by Sir Philip

Crampton in a letter, and placed in a bank in Dablin, to be-

come the property of any clairvoyant who should read the

whole ofit~th\s was actually the case. After six months the

letter was opened, and the manager of the bank certified that

it contained no note at all, but a blank chei'k ! The corre-

spondence on the subject is published in the " Zoist," vol. x
,

p. 35. Dr. Carpenter's indignation was therefore misplaced
;

for, as a medical knight in Ireland did actually play buch a

trick, the mere supposition, on my part, that ignorant clair-

voyants might think that a medical knight in Scutlun J was
capable of doing the same, was not a very outrageous one.

We now come to the last part of Dr. Carpenter's lecture-
table-turning and Spiritualism—and here there is hardly any
attempt to deal with the. evidence. Instead of this we have
irrelevant matters pat prominently forward, backed up by
sneers against believers, and false or unproved accusations
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against mediums. To begin with, the old amusement of

table-turning of fifteen or twenty years ago, with Faraday's

proof that it was often caused by unconscious muscular action,

is again brought to the front. Table-tilting is asserted to be

caused in the same way, and an "indicator " is suggested for

proving this ; and the whole matter is supposed to be settled

because no one, so far as Dr. Carpenter is aware, "has ever

ventured to afiBrm that he has thus demonstrated the absence

of muscular pressure," and, "until such demonstrations shall

have been given, the tilting—like the turning—of tables may
be unhesitatingly attributed to the unconscious muscular

action of the operators." We suppose Dr. Carpenter will

shield himself by the "thus" in the above sentence, thoagh

he knows very well that a far more complete demonstration

of the absence of muscular pressure than any indicator could

afford has been repeatedly given, by motion, both turning

and tilting, of the table occurring without any contact what-

ever. Thus, in the Report of the Committee of the Dialecti-

cal Society, we have (p. 378), Experiment 13, nine members
present ; all stood quite clear of the table, and observers were
placed under it to see that it was not touched, yet it repeated-

ly moved along the floor, often in the direction asked for. It

also jerked up from the floor about an inch. This was re-

peated when all stood two feet from the table. Experiment 22.

Six members present, the same thing occurred under varied

conditions. Experiment 38 (p. 390). Eight members pres-

ent ; the conditions were most rigid ; the chairs were all turn-

ed with their backs to the table at a foot distant from it;

every member present knelt on his chair with his hands be-

hind his back; there was abundance of light, yet, under these

test-conditions, the table moved several times in various di-

rections, visible to all present. Finally, the table was turned

up and examined, and found to be an ordinary diningtable
with no machinery or apparatus of any kind connected with

it. Similar movements without contact have been witnessed

elsewhere and recorded by Sergeant Cox aed by Mr. Crookes,

as well as by many other persons
;
yet the man who comes

before the public as the " historian " of this subject tells his

audience and his readers that "he is not aware that any one
affirms that he has demonstrated the absence of muscular
pressure !" How are we to reconcile this statement with Dr.

Carpenter's references to each of the books, papers, or letters,

containing the facts above quoted or referred to? But we
Ldve evidence of a yet more conclusive character (froLU Dr.
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Carpenter's own point of view), because it is that of a medi-

cal man who has made a special study of abnormal mental

phenomena. Dr. Lockhart Robertson, for many years an
editor of the Journal of Mental Science, and Superintendent

of the Hayward's Heath Asylum, declares that his own heavy
oak dining-table was lifted up and moved about the room,

and this not by any of the four persons present. Writing was
also produced on blank paper which the medium " had not

the slightest chance of touching" ("Dialectical Report," p.

248). Dr. Carpenter is always crying out for " skeptical ex-

perts," but when they come—in the persons of Robert Hou-
din and Dr. Lockhart Robertson—he takes very good care

that, so far as he is concerned, the public shall not know of

their existence. What, therefore, is the use of his asking

me (in a note at p. 108) whether my table ever went up with-

in its crinoline in the presence of a " skeptical expert "? The
very fact that I secretly applied tests (see "Miracles and
Modern Spiritualism," p. 134) shows that I was myself skepti-

cal at this time, and several of my friends who witnessed the

experiments were far more skeptical, but they were all satis-

fied of the completeness of the test. The reason why some
skeptical men of science never witness these successful ex-

periments is simply because they will not persevere. Neither

Dr. Carpenter nor Prof. Tyndall would come more than once

to my house to see the medium through whom these phenome-
na occurred, or I feel sure they might, after two or three sit-

tings, have witnessed similar phenomena themselves. This

has rendered all that Dr. Carpenter has seen at odd times

during so many years of little avail. He has had one, or

at most two sittings with a medium, and has taken the

results, usually weak or negative, as proving imposture,

and then Itas gone no more. Quite recently this has hap-

pened with Dr. Slade and Mrs. Kane ; and yet this mode
of inquiry is set up as against that of men who hold scores of

sittings for months together with the same medium ; and,

after guarding against every possibility of deception or delu-

sion, obtain results which seem to Dr. Carpenter incredible.

Mr. Crookes had a long series of sittings with Miss Kate Fox
(now Mrs. Jencken) in his own house, and tested the phe-

nomena in every way his ingenuity could devise. Dr. Car-

penter was recently offered the same facilities with this lady

and her sister, but as usual had only one sitting. Yet he

thinks it fair and courteous to make direct accu'^ations ot im-

posture against both tliese ladies. He revives the absurd and
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utterly insufficient theory that the " raps " are prrduced by
"a jerking or snapping action of particular tendons of either

the ankles, knees, or toes." The utter childishness of this

explanation is manifest to any one who has heard the sounds
through any good medium. They vary from delicate tick-

ings to noises like thumpings with the fist, slappings with the

hand, and blows with a hammer. They are often heard loud-

ly on the ceiling or on a carpeted floor, and heard as well as

felt on the backs or seats of chairs quite out of reach of the
medium. One of the skeptical committees in America tested

the Misses Fox by placing them barefooted on pillows, when
the "raps " were heard as distinctly as before on the floor

and walls of the room. Mr. Crookes states that he has heard
them on the floor, walls, etc., when Miss Fox was suspended
in a swing from the ceiling, and has felt them on his own
shoulder. He has also heard them on a sheet of paper sus-

pended from one corner by a thread held between the medi-
um's fingers. A similar experiment was tried successfully by
the Dialectical Committee ("Report," p. 383). At a meet-

ing of the same committee raps were heard on a book while

in the pocket of a very skeptical member ; the book was placed

on the table, and raps were again heard ; it was then held by
two members supported on ivory paper-knives, when raps

were still heard upon it (Report," p. 386).

Again, there is the evidence of Prof. Barrett, an experi-

enced physicist, who entered on this inquiry a complete skep-

tic. He tells us that he examined the raps or knockings
occurring in the presence of a child ten years of age—that in

full sunlight, when every precaution to prevent deception had
been taeen— still the raps would occur in difllerent parts of

the room, entirely out of reach of the child, whose hands and
feet were sometimes closely watched, at other Ijmes held.

The phenomena have been tested m every way that the inge-

nuity of skeptical friends could devise ; and as Prof. Barrett

is well acquainted with Dr. Carpenter's writings on the sub-

ject and the explanations he gives, we have here another
proof of the utter worthlessness of these explanations m pres-

ence of the facts themselves.

The Hon. R. D. Owen has heard, in the presence of Miss
Fox, blows as if irade by a strong man using a heavy blud-

geon with all his force, blows such as would have killed a man
or broken an ordinary table to pieces ; while on another occa-

sion the sounds resembled what would be produced by a fail-

ing cannon-ball, and shook the house ("Debatable Land," p.


